
Monogram™ Welcomes Guests to an Elevated Home Entertaining Experience 
Convertible drawer space and generous clearance between racks to accommodate wine bottles 

comes to life in the Wine Sommelier refrigerator  
 
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 8, 2022 -Monogram™ luxury appliances will showcase the newest in entertaining 
solutions with the Monogram Wine Sommelier™ refrigerator for passionate wine enthusiasts and 
collectors looking for versatile features coupled with sophisticated design. The award-winning Wine 
Sommelier subtly blends in with surrounding cabinets and elevates the look of every wine collection 
with customizable handles and a seamless, panel-ready design. 
 
For entertainers who want access to more than just wine, the refrigerator offers two temperature-
controlled zones, a freezer drawer for added entertaining capacity to appease the spirits lovers with an 
electronic icemaker and a convertible drawer for maximum storage and flexibility to serve your chilled 
appetizers from a single solution appliance. The two temperature-controlled zones are ideal for wine 
connoisseurs who want to showcase over 100 bottles, ensuring each is stored at the optimal 
temperature for longer lasting and better tasting wine. The temperature for each zone can be adjusted 
for various wine types using intuitive glass-touch controls.  
 
“The pandemic brought with it a resurgence in home entertaining, not just for special occasions, but for 
weekends with family and friends,” said Ed Mammorella, commercial brand director for Monogram. 
“The Monogram Wine Sommelier delivers the performance of a professional-grade wine refrigerator in 
a design that provides home entertaining hosts with the refined Monogram style they love.” 
 
Additional, inspired features of Monogram’s Wine Sommelier include:  

• Ample Capacity: With plenty of space between full extension wine racks, owners can fit all 
shapes and size of bottles ranging from a Riesling, Champagne or Pinot Noir. When the lower 
convertible drawer is utilized, the refrigerator can preserve and store 106 wine bottles.  

• Intuitive Display: UV protected glass door outfits the refrigerator and LED illuminating 
lights automatically brighten and dim when the refrigerator door or drawer is opened and 
closed.  

• Luxury Materials: Like all Monogram products, this unit uses premium materials like the easy 
glide, fully extending stained beech wood racks strong enough to support a robust, heavy wine 
collection without appearing bulky.  

• Elegant Design: The panel-ready, flush design is available in either the Statement or Minimalist 
Collection with custom handles.  

 
The Wine Sommelier is currently available in the Minimalist and Statement collections for an MSRP of 
$9,100 with refrigerator handles sold separately. To see the Wine Sommelier in-person, stop by the 
Monogram Booth #W2001 at KBIS 2022 or schedule a booth tour by emailing 
kbis.rsvp@geappliances.com. 
 
About Monogram® 
Monogram® takes pride in its quality and artistry, crafting appliances that are expertly engineered and 
purposefully designed with a minimalist elegance that reflects the feedback, personality and lifestyles of 
owners with distinctive tastes. With an uncompromising attention to every detail, every material and 
every industry-exclusive, award-winning feature, Monogram Appliances Elevate Everything™ in the 
kitchen. For more information on Monogram ranges, cooktops, microwaves, pizza ovens, refrigerators, 
freezers, ice makers, wine reserves, dishwashers and compactors, visit www.monogram.com. 
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